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ABSTRACT
In a tighter spending environment, and during

the year of two of the world’s largest sporting
events (the 2010 Winter Olympics and the
2010 World Cup), marketers are looking for creative ways to associate themselves with high-profile properties and events, in both official and
unofficial capacities. To ensure that a marketer
receives the benefit of an official sponsorship with
exclusive rights, sports properties must take steps
to protect against ambush marketing and other
unofficial competitive marketing efforts that
dilute the value of the official sponsor’s rights.
For example, sports properties may consider purchasing all advertising space at or near an event
location, require event hosts to work with local
governments to establish ‘clean zones’, or pursue
litigation against ‘ambush’ marketers. At the
same time, official sponsors must protect themselves when negotiating the sponsorship agreement to ensure that their rights will be protected.
Moreover, sponsors should leverage the rights
received in an official sponsorship to make their
marketing stand out. This paper demonstrates
that if both parties act in concert the sponsorship
relationship can be fruitful.
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INTRODUCTION

Each year, brands spend hundreds of millions of dollars on sports sponsorships,1
designed to tap into the excitement and
passion of sports fans by leveraging the
association with sports properties. With a
sponsorship in the sports industry, brands
are able to expand consumer recognition
and align themselves with key demographics. The target audiences that sports
properties retain are often the same audiences that brands covet.
As reflected in the amount of money
spent on sports sponsorships, brands value
the affiliation with sports properties,
whether an event, a league, a team or an
individual performer (throughout this
paper, these rights holders will be referred
to as the ‘property’ or ‘properties’). The
properties see the value as well, and rely
on sponsors to help fund and further the
commercial goals of the property.
Because of this incredible amount of
spending, properties should protect the
value of their sponsors’ rights. One of the
most valuable rights for a sponsor is exclusivity — the ability to be one of the few, if
not the only, brand to align itself with a
property. Such exclusivity is a primary
selling point for properties when seeking
sponsorships, and with sponsors paying
millions of dollars a year to be associated
with a property, protecting this exclusivity
is key. Otherwise the properties’ value
proposition to sponsors will be damaged
and sponsorship dollars may go elsewhere.
Especially now, in a tightened spending
environment, properties must vigorously
defend their sponsors in order to protect
the value of the sponsorship.
This paper will focus on strategies for
properties to protect sponsors’ exclusivity,
primarily from attacks by ‘ambush’ marketers. It also offers steps that sponsors can
take to help secure the benefit of their
bargain. While sponsors often believe that
it is the property’s responsibility to protect
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sponsors’ exclusivity, sponsors cannot
always rely solely on the properties and
must themselves take action to protect
their rights.
PROPERTIES SHOULD DEVELOP
EFFECTIVE STRATEGIES TO
PROTECT SPONSORS’ EXCLUSIVITY
In order for a property to maintain the
value of what it can offer to sponsors, it
must protect the rights granted to sponsors
through official sponsorships, primarily the
exclusivity offered through such sponsorship. Sponsors pay top dollar to maintain
overall or category exclusivity in connection with sponsorship of a property. One of
the main problems that leads to an erosion
of sponsor exclusivity, and thus the value of
a sponsorship, is ambush marketing.2
‘Ambush marketing’ generally refers to
marketing and promotional activities by
third parties unaffiliated with a property
that seek to misappropriate or take advantage of the goodwill, excitement and popularity generated by the property.3 Ambush
marketing can be categorised in two general forms: ambush marketing where an
unaffiliated party seeks to capitalise on the
goodwill or popularity of a particular property by association without obtaining the
authorisation of or rights from the property, and the more offensive type, where an
unaffiliated party seeks to weaken a sponsor’s official association with a property, by
confusing the consuming public as to
which party is the official sponsor.
Marketers continue to look for costeffective ways to tie into prominent properties. With ambush marketing, marketers
attempt to associate themselves with a
property without the expense of paying a
sponsorship fee. This undermines the
value of the investments made by official
sponsors. Additionally, ambush marketing
harms a property’s bargaining position for
sponsorships: if potential sponsors know
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that their exclusive sponsorship rights will
be diluted, they may find that there is less
value in the sponsorship.4 It is therefore
imperative for a property to protect its
sponsors, and thus, the value of the sponsorship itself.5
EXAMPLES OF AMBUSH MARKETING
OF SPORTS PROPERTIES
There are a number of ways in which
marketers will seek to associate themselves
with a property or ambush an official
sponsor of a property, including the following:
Broadcast advertising
Marketers that are not official sponsors of a
property can still purchase broadcast advertising time before, during and after the
broadcast of an event. A common form of
marketing, such purchases may be simply
made by marketers seeking high visibility
during an event but could also be made to
imply a connection to the event, in order to
undermine and devalue the rights of the
official sponsor of the event. A non-sponsor
of the property may even be able to use a
designation such as: ‘X Company is a proud
sponsor of Y Network’s broadcast of Z
event’, which, depending on the number of
television viewers, may even be more valuable than sponsoring the event itself. One
of the first examples of this type of marketing was by Kodak at the 1984 Summer
Olympics, where, due to its sponsorship of
a range of media channels and the US track
team, many perceived Kodak to be the official sponsor rather than Fujifilm, which
actually purchased the official Olympic
sponsorship rights after Kodak turned them
down.6
Advertising at or near the event
location
Marketers seeking to capitalise on the high
visibility of messaging near the event loca-

tion will advertise on billboards, buses,
subway platforms, telephone booths and
other out-of-home media near or outside
of a stadium, along a race route, or anywhere else in the host city of a high-profile event.7 More aggressive manoeuvres
include skywriting and flying airborne
banners or huge inflatable objects over the
location of the event. Such advertising will
be seen by the multitudes of event attendees, and may even be picked up on the
television broadcast of the event.
Advertising at or near the event location
can be very successful, as non-sponsor
Nike showed at the 1996 Olympics, where
it plastered Atlanta in billboards, handed
out banners at the competitions and
erected an enormous Nike-themed tent
near the main stadium.8 Following these
Olympics, many consumers thought that
Nike was an official sponsor of the games.
Unofficial promotional items
Marketers may offer free or low-priced
goods such as t-shirts, banners, flags or hats
near the event so that those inside the
arena are wearing or waving the logos or
advertising message of that marketer,
which may end up on the television
broadcast of the event. For example,
during the 2006 World Cup in Germany,
non-sponsor Bavaria Brewery distributed
lederhosen to fans of Holland’s national
team9 While these goods used the national
team’s primary orange colour, they also
exhibited the logo of Bavaria Brewery. In
order to protect its official beer sponsor
Anheuser-Busch, FIFA officials at the stadium where Holland was playing made all
fans entering the stadium remove their
Bavaria lederhosen, leading to thousands
of Dutch fans watching the match in their
underwear.10
A high-profile event is also an excellent
location in which to offer samples of
goods, which could conflict with official
sponsors of a property.11
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Use of generic names or themes in
advertising

Marketers may create promotional materials that reference the property in generic
terms in order to avoid liability for trademark infringement. Common examples
include the use of the ‘big game’ or the
‘championship’ to refer to a major sporting
event like the Super Bowl.
Savvy marketers will also use a generic
theme that may associate the marketer
with the property without an explicit use
of the property’s rights. The Olympics are
fertile ground for this type of marketing.
For example, during the 2008 Summer
Olympics broadcast on NBC, Vizio ran
television advertisements promoting its
HDTVs by showing an athlete diving
into a pool against the backdrop of a
large American flag while a family
watches on a Vizio HDTV, much to the
ire of Panasonic, the official worldwide
audio and video partner for the
Olympics.12 Additionally, prior to and
during the 2010 Winter Olympics, both
Subway and Verizon Wireless ran advertisements showing their association with
certain Olympic stakeholders rather than
the official US Olympic Committee
(USOC), upsetting official USOC partners
McDonald’s
and
AT&T,
respectively.13 In Subway’s case, it ran a
television
advertisement
featuring
Olympic gold medalist Michael Phelps
swimming his way towards Vancouver,
‘where the action is this Winter’.
Verizon’s television advertisements touted
the company’s sponsorships of the US
speed skating team by showing a US
speed skater being pulled to victory by
the power of Verizon’s 3G wireless network.14 The USOC contacted both
Subway and Verizon Wireless and, without specifically naming either, publicly
admonished both companies by issuing a
statement that ambush marketers ‘damage
official Olympic sponsors and undermine
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the USOC’s financial means to ensure
that America’s athletes are given the best
chance to perform to their best potential
on the field of play’.15
A further example of ‘generically’
themed advertising was the distribution of
‘Fan Cans’ by Anheuser-Busch prior to
the 2009 college football season.16 This
campaign featured Bud Light beer cans
adorned with local schools’ team colours.
For example, Anheuser-Busch offered
purple and gold cans in Louisiana and
maize and blue cans in Michigan, mimicking the school colours of Louisiana State
University’s and the University of
Michigan, respectively. Although the cans
did not specifically use the schools’ names
or trade marks,17 the intent of the campaign appeared to be to associate the
brand with the schools’ fans.18
Use of a city or country name
Seeking to capitalise on the location of a
high-profile event, marketers will create
materials using the name of the event’s
host city or country. Again, the Olympics
also attracts this type of marketing. For
example, in 1984, Nike blanketed the
Olympics host city Los Angeles with the
marketing message ‘I Love LA’, at the
expense of the official sponsor Converse.
Perhaps more notably, American Express
challenged Visa’s exclusive rights at the
1992 Summer and 1994 Winter Olympics
by running advertisements stating: ‘And
remember, to visit Spain, you don’t need a
visa’ and ‘So if you’re travelling to Norway,
you’ll need a passport but you don’t need
a visa’.19
Marketers’ use of the location name
plus the year of the event could veer into
trademark infringement, particularly with
Olympic host cities.20
Such marketing is not, however, limited to the Olympics. For example, in
advance of the 2010 Boston Marathon,
non-sponsor New Balance covered the
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city of Boston with billboards featuring
the slogan ‘Run Faster Boston’, where
the ‘N’ in the word ‘Boston’ was the same
as that featured on a New Balance
sneaker.21
Congratulatory, good luck or other
support advertisements
Marketers will also run advertisements
offering good wishes to a team or athlete,
or even a country, in an attempt to associate with a high-profile property. This can
occur before an event in the form of a
good luck message, or after an event in the
form of a congratulatory message.22
Use of event tickets for promotional
purposes
Non-sponsors will often use event tickets
in sweepstakes, contests or other consumer
giveaways to promote themselves. The
non-sponsor will be likely to avoid using
the official trade mark of the property or
the specific event when advertising the
giveaway (such as ‘the Big Game’ rather
than ‘the Super Bowl’) or will include a
disclaimer as to the company behind the
promotion in order to avoid a trademark
claim. Despite the fact that the licence
language on the ticket back generally prohibits such marketing use, this type of
ambush marketing often occurs.
Sponsorship of individual teams
or athletes
Another common marketing tactic is to
sponsor an individual team or athlete,
rather than the league or the team as a
whole. Such tactics can be quite effective.
For example, according to the Vice
President for Marketing of AirTran
Airways, the airline’s endorsement deals
with individual players on the Atlanta
Falcons in 2008 convinced many people
that the Falcons were aligned with AirTran,
rather than the team’s official sponsor at
that time, Delta Airlines.23

WAYS FOR PROPERTIES TO
MONITOR AND PREVENT AMBUSH
MARKETING

To protect their sponsors, and justify the
high costs of the sponsorship, properties
should take action to prevent ambush
marketing before it happens or stop it
when it does happen. There are a number
of ways for the property to combat
ambush marketing, including the following:
The purchase of all advertising space
and media time
To control the marketing messages near
an event location, the property can purchase all advertising space around and
near the venues where the events will
take place.24 The property could then
offer that advertising space to official
sponsors, or at least not offer it to competing sponsors. Additionally, if the property has control over advertising during
the broadcast, it could require that no
advertising competitive to that of its official sponsors be shown during the coverage of the event, or require that the
broadcaster give a right of first refusal for
the purchase of advertising time to the
property’s official sponsors. The property
itself could even purchase all of the
broadcasting advertising space and offer it
to its official sponsors. For example, the
Union of European Football Associations
purchases and controls all advertising
time during its sanctioned football
matches, and then allots that time to official sponsors.25 Of course purchasing
advertising space, whether on television,
in print, or in out-of-home form is an
expensive proposition, but one that may
be covered by including such costs within
the official sponsorship fee. The control
over advertising offers great advantages to
the properties, however; not only would
such action clear up potential ambushers,
but it also offers official sponsors the
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opportunity to better leverage their sponsorship through such controlled advertising media.
Require event host locations to
establish ‘clean zones’
Properties should work with the governments of event host locations to establish
a ‘clean zone’ near the location of the
event leading up to and during the time
of the event. Such clean zones could be
established by the passage of temporary
local ordinances, and would restrict
unauthorised commercial advertising and
the sale of unauthorised merchandise
near the event location.26 However, for
events with dates and locations that are
unknown until a few days before such
events begin, such as the World Series or
Stanley Cup playoffs, passing temporary
ordinances is not feasible, and in those
circumstances properties should work
with local, state and/or federal law
enforcement in each event market to
enforce whatever combination of anticounterfeiting, vending/permit or trespassing laws suits the properties’ purposes
in that event market.
Public relations activities
Properties can create a public education
campaign to emphasise the relationship
between the sponsorship fees paid to the
property and how such fees benefit the
event and the participating athletes. This is
effective in the Olympic context, where
funding for US athletes often comes from
corporate sponsors. Creating a public education campaign is a non-legal and noncontractual way for properties to remind
consumers that they should avoid or
ignore ambush marketing tactics.
‘Reminder’ letters
Similar to the public relations activities
noted above, properties can send advance
warning letters to non-sponsor marketers,
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reminding such entities of the properties’
rights and the exclusivity granted to official sponsors. These letters often warn
potential ambush marketers to respect
official sponsors by not using the properties’ trade marks in marketing materials or
stating or implying that their goods or
services are associated with the properties.
Both the NFL and FIFA are known to
send these types of letter to non-sponsors
in order to protect their rights in such
properties’ marquee events, namely the
Super Bowl and the World Cup.27
Maintain strict control over
event ticketing
By maintaining strict control over event
tickets, properties can prevent non-sponsors from using tickets as promotional
prizes or giveaways. Properties can do so
by using ticket licence language prohibiting such unauthorised uses.
Legal action
Finally, properties can take legal action
against ambush marketers. To assuage the
concerns of both current and future sponsors, properties should do as much as they
can to demonstrate a harsh stance against
ambush marketers. By enforcing their
rights regularly, properties can show
ambush marketers that they take such
issues seriously.
Although most ambush marketing campaigns exist in a legal grey area, there are
several legal claims under US law that
properties can make against ambush marketers. First, properties can bring a trademark infringement claim under the
Lanham (Trademark) Act for the unauthorised use of a property’s registered trade
marks;28 however, such a claim is unlikely
to be available as ambush marketers are
often savvy enough not to use the official
trade marks or other intellectual property
rights of a property. Properties can also
bring unfair competition claims for false
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association, false authorisation, or false
advertising
under
the
Lanham
(Trademark) Act.29 All such claims under
the Lanham Trademark Act involve claims
of confusing or misleading the public.30
Additionally, properties can bring unfair
competition claims under state law,31 such
as unfair competition laws similar to the
federal Lanham (Trademark) Act and
claims for breaches of those laws established to create a clean zone as noted
above.
Finally, properties can bring a claim
against ambush marketers for breach of
contract where an ambush marketer uses
event tickets in an unauthorised way.32
But there is a reluctance to take legal
action against ambush marketers, for a
number of reasons. Ambush marketers
have increasingly launched more sophisticated campaigns that blur the lines
between legal marketing activity and marketing that constitutes trademark infringement or false association. Because
ambushers rarely use the actual trade
marks of the property, a pure trademark
infringement claim is often unavailable,
thus leaving the ambush campaign in a
legal grey area. Additionally, many ambush
campaigns last only for a short period of
time, which makes the time and cost of litigation to prevent such a campaign prohibitive. Further, ambush marketers can
take the simple step of including a disclaimer in their marketing campaigns and,
while not a foolproof defence, there is
some judicial support around the use of
disclaimers as a valid defence.33 Because
litigation can bring uncertain results, is
very costly and the ambush marketer may
welcome the extra publicity that it
receives, properties are hesitant to sue over
ambush marketing.
Recently, however, two high-profile
properties brought suits against alleged
ambush marketers. First, in December
2009, Major League Soccer (MLS) and its

exclusive marketing agency Soccer United
Marketing (SUM) sued Black & Decker
(B&D) for a long-running campaign by
B&D’s DeWalt line of power tools targeting Hispanic Americans in order to protect the rights of MLS and SUM’s
exclusive power-tool sponsor Makita.34
DeWalt’s campaign allegedly included
giving away tickets to MLS matches and
matches featuring the Mexican national
soccer team (which is represented in the
USA by SUM) for purchases of DeWalt
tools, setting up product display tents near
such matches, offering sweepstakes with
prizes related to such matches, and using
MLS and Mexican national soccer team
trade marks and colours in promotions.
MLS and SUM brought claims for trademark infringement, false designation of
origin, false advertising, breach of contract
based on the ticket language, fraud and
deceptive marketing claims.
Also in December 2009, NBA great
Michael Jordan sued two Chicago-area
grocery stores for placing advertisements
in a Sports Illustrated commemorative issue
celebrating Jordan’s induction into the
Basketball Hall of Fame where such advertisements offered congratulations to Jordan
and featured his name, his number 23
jersey from his playing career and images
of basketball shoes meant to resemble his
branded ‘Air Jordans’.35 Both advertisements tied the congratulatory message
into marketing slogans for each grocery
store.36 Jordan brought claims for, among
other things, violations of his right of publicity under Illinois state law, trademark
infringement, false endorsement and
deceptive business practices.
Although lawsuits targeting ambush
marketing campaigns are risky, nevertheless
there have been a few circumstances where
a property successfully sued an ambush
marketer in the USA over the wrongful
taking of the property’s goodwill. For
example, in University of Georgia Athletic
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Association v. Laite,37 the Eleventh Circuit
Court of Appeals upheld an injunction
against a wholesaler of novelty beers, preventing the wholesaler from selling cans of
‘Battlin’ Bulldog Beer’ featuring a logo of a
cartoon snarling bulldog with a sweater
emblazoned with the letter ‘G’ that the
University claimed was too similar to its
bulldog mascot and logo. Although the
logos were not exactly the same, the total
context of the use, which included the
University’s official colours, was found to
be too similar. The court further found that
the wholesaler intended to capitalise on the
goodwill of the university’s football team.38
Similarly, in National Football League v.
Coors Brewing Company, the Second
Circuit Court of Appeals upheld the NFL’s
injunction against Coors for its use of the
phrase ‘Official Beer of NFL Players’ in
marketing materials because the court
found that Coors’ intent was to capitalise
on the goodwill of the NFL trade mark.39
The court determined that Coors’ use of
the NFL trade mark went beyond merely
descriptive use.
Further, in Board of Supervisors for LSU v.
Smack Apparel Co.,40 Louisiana State
University and other schools prevailed in a
trademark infringement action against an
apparel maker that sold unauthorised tshirts with school colours and other identifying information (such as the
geographic location of the schools or the
specific football bowl game, the names of
specific football bowl games and the
number of victories the particular school
had). The Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals
found that the schools’ team colours were
protectable as unregistered trade marks, as
the schools were able to show secondary
meaning for their colours.41 The court
determined that the defendant’s use of the
schools’ colours and other indicia was
designed to create the illusion of affiliation
with these schools and essentially obtain a
‘free ride’ by profiting from confusion
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among the fans of the schools’ football
teams who desired to show support for
and affiliation with those teams.42
Even where a property does not obtain
a court decision, simply taking action may
still lead to success. For example, in United
States Olympic Committee v. Asics America
Corporation,43 the USOC sued Asics for
running multiple print and internet advertisements supporting its endorsed athletes’
accomplishments in connection with the
2008 Olympics. As mentioned previously,
these advertisements included a print
advertisement featuring a photograph of
Asics-endorsed marathoner Ryan Hall
that stated: ‘Good luck in the 2008
Summer Olympic Games. From all your
fans at Asics’, as well as congratulatory
messages on Asics’ website for its endorsers
making the US Olympic team. Although
the USOC voluntarily dismissed its complaint, the parties apparently settled their
differences, as Asics subsequently entered
into a multi-year agreement with USA
Field Hockey, the national governing body
for field hockey affiliated with the USOC,
to become the ‘Official Partner and
Exclusive Sponsor of footwear, apparel,
and accessories’.44
All in all, properties should seek to, and
often do,45 protect their sponsors, whether
such protection is through the purchase of
advertising space, policing the area around
an event, or through litigation, in order to
signal to ambush marketers that the properties take their sponsors’ exclusive rights
seriously.
SPONSORS’ WAYS TO PROTECT
THEIR EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS
Although sponsors will rely on properties
to protect their exclusive rights from
ambush marketers, sponsors should anticipate having to police ambush marketing
when negotiating an agreement. When
negotiating a sponsorship agreement, the
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sponsor should first determine what rights
the property controls and what rights the
sponsor is receiving. A sponsor does not
want to finalise an agreement with a team,
only to find out that the stadium in which
the team plays controls its own marketing
rights and has offered similar sponsorship
rights to the sponsor’s competitor. The
sponsor should also focus on the defined
terms in the agreement to determine how
‘exclusive’ and ‘competitor’ are defined.
Properties often slice the ‘competitor’ pie
thinly, which allows for more sponsors
(and more sponsorship fees), but could also
dilute a sponsor’s exclusivity.46 The
number of sponsorships offered alone may
clutter the marketplace and dilute a sponsor’s rights. At the end of the day, a sponsor should be cognisant of what rights it is
actually buying and what rights other
sponsors are receiving.
The sponsor should also insert specific
contractual provisions to protect its exclusive rights under a sponsorship agreement.
For example, the sponsor should contractually obligate the property to include it as
the (or an) official sponsor in all advertising by the property where sponsors are
listed, and should include a most favoured
nations clause so that it receives as many
rights as other sponsors at the same or
similar sponsorship level. In order to prevent the devaluation of its exclusive rights,
a sponsor should seek a right of first refusal
for exclusivity in other categories from
that initially agreed with the sponsor, and
should seek language granting a fee reduction if the property enters into an arrangement with another sponsor that
diminishes the sponsor’s rights. Further,
the sponsor should contractually require
the property to protect the sponsor’s
exclusive sponsorship by policing all
advertising related to the event and
actively pursuing any ambush marketer.
In addition to having the property protect against ambush marketing, the sponsor

itself can protect its exclusive rights from
ambush campaigns. For example, by
buying up assets outside of the sponsor’s
official rights to supplement the association between the sponsor and the property, or purchasing product or service
category exclusivity from the broadcaster
of the event, although both actions are
expensive propositions.
Perhaps most importantly, sponsors
should come up with creative marketing
campaigns to out-market potential
ambushers. There may be no airtight way
to obtain complete exclusivity, so sponsors
should leverage their official assets to
maintain control of the sponsorship and
maximise the value of their investment.
The sponsor could make it easy for the
public to remember its association with
the property, rather than that of an
ambushing competitor, as the sponsor has
the best ability to leverage its association
with the property as it can capitalise on
the assets the property has offered through
the official sponsorship, such as marketing
rights, rights to the property’s trade marks
and logos, access to tickets and VIP events,
etc. A sponsor should clearly identify itself
as the ‘official sponsor of X’ and go out of
its way to incorporate the property’s official trade marks and logos so that consumers recognise the sponsor as being
officially affiliated with the property.47
With strong marketing activation and creativity, consumers should remember the
sponsor’s campaign and not that of an
ambush marketer.
CONCLUSION
In a tighter spending environment, and
during the year of two of the world’s
largest sporting events,48 marketers are
looking for creative ways in which to associate themselves with high-profile properties, whether authorised or not. To protect
the value of the sponsorship and to set the
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stage for future sponsors, properties must
protect an official sponsor’s exclusive
rights by preventing or stopping ambush
marketing. At the same time, official sponsors should leverage the rights received in
an official sponsorship to make their marketing stand out. If both parties act in
concert, they can maximise the value of
the official sponsorship.
(3)
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